
Enable Data Collection in the Field for 
Projects, Applications, and Audits
energyOrbit Mobile is an extension of the energyOrbit DSM Operations Platform that enables 
users to easily collect various types of data for projects, applications, and audits while in the �eld, 
thus reducing paperwork, administrative expense, and data transcription errors and omissions. 
energyOrbit Mobile is designed for iOS tablets (iPad, iPad Mini), the most popular enterprise-ready 
platform available today, and connects seamlessly to the energyOrbit cloud-based platform for 
download of project data and upload of most-recent data and images from customer sites.
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Improves �eld sta� and trade ally productivity

Reduces or eliminates paperwork and data collection errors

Accelerates rebate processing and payments

Enhances collaboration and relationships with customers and trade allies

Mobile Bene�ts

FEATURES

Why energyOrbit Mobile? Unlike standalone energy e�ciency mobile apps, energyOrbit Mobile 
integrates directly with the energyOrbit DSM Operations Platform, eliminating the need to transfer data 
among disparate systems. While generic CRM mobile apps are not optimized for the typical process and 
work�ow encountered by �eld personnel managing energy e�ciency programs,  energyOrbit Mobile is 
engineered to optimize e�cient and accurate data entry in the EE program �eld environment.

Upload project-level or location-speci�c notes, photo-
graphs, or other con�gurable values to support project, 
application, inspection and audit processing

Electronically capture signatures for applications and 
customer veri�cation

Enter and update measure data, including quantity, 
measure-speci�c values, as well as information about 
the installation location

Answer survey questions on the device to collect any 
type of information about each project for record 
keeping, marketing, or veri�cation purposes 

Can be used either with or without an Internet connection, 
ensuring that �eld crews can continue to work regardless of 
connectivity

Stores only the data needed for the work which is scheduled for 
completion; customer data is not retained after each batch is 
returned to the server, thus increasing data security and 
customer privacy

Stored data is encrypted on the device for additional security

Can be further con�gured and co-branded to reinforce a 
program or utility brand among users

Is enhanced and updated regularly to incorporate the best 
features from the energyOrbit DSM operations platform
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Platform Technology
energyOrbit leverages Force.com, the industry’s leading 
cloud-enablement platform provided by salesforce.com. 
energyOrbit Mobile connects directly to the core energyOrbit 
solution, ensuring that no other server hardware or middleware 
is needed, and leverages the enterprise-class security of the 
Force.com platform to secure customer data.
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